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Abstract

Databases are growing steadily, and distributed computer
systems are more and more easily available. This provides
an opportunity to satisfy the increasingly tighter efficiency
requirements by means of distributed data structures. The
design and analysis of these structures under efficiency
aspects, however, has not yet been studied sufficiently. To
our knowledge, a single scalable, distributed data structure
has been proposed so far. It is a distributed variant of linear
hashing with uncontrolled splits, and as a consequence,
performs efficiently for data distributions that are close to
unifornL but not necessarily for others. In addition, it does
not support queries that refer to the linear order of keys,
such as nearest neighbor or range queries. We propose a
distributed search tree that avoids these problems, since it
inherits desirable properties ffom non-distributed trees. our
experiments show that our structure does indeed combine a
guarantee for good storage space utilizadon with high query
efficiency, Nevertheless, we feel that further research in the
mea of scalable, distributed data structures is dearly neexle~
it should eventually lead to a body of knowledge that is
comparable with the non-disuibuted,
classical data
structures field.
1. Introduction
As databases become larger and larger, and distributed
computer systems are more and more easily available, the
need for distributed data structures increases constantly, In
the past years, not too many investigations on distributed
databases have taken distributed data structures into
account. For a fixed number of processors, several different
data structures have been proposed (Matsliach et al, 1990,
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1991, Pramanik et al. 1990). l’%e focus of the few who
concentrated on dynamic disaibuted data structure was not
on efficient access to the data alone, but on a combination
with other relevant aspects such as, e.g., concurrency
control (Ellis 1985, Gudes et al. 1989, Johnson et al. 1993,
Weihl et al. 1990) or other aspects (Bastani et al, 1988,
Ladin et al. 1991), with one notable exception that
generalized linear hashing to a distributed environment
(LitWin et al. 1993), calling the result LH*. The latter took
an isolated view on efficiency considerations, disregarding
other aspects completely. We believe that LH* should bean
important initiator of a whole track of research, namely the
design and analysis of distributed data structures under
efficiency aspects only. In our view, it is worthwile to start
with such a seemingly narrow-minded approac& in order to
clearly and fully understand the implications of distributed
data structure design decisions on efficiency, just as it has
been the case with classical data structures for a single
processor.
TMs paper qorts on a step in this direction. Just as with
single processor data structures, where address computation
in hashing techniques and key comparisons in tree
structures coexist and have their respective merits for
different purposes and goals, more than one paradigm is
expected to lead to useful distributed data structmes. As a
step in this direction for distributed data structures, here we
study the efficiency of distributed search trees. The merit of
search trees against hashing techniques lies - in the
distributed case as well as in the classical one -in the fact
that trees are good in the worst case, i.e., adapt to any data
distribution, and that they preserve the order of the keys,
the~by supporting range queries and nearest neighbor
queries.
The problem in designing an efficient distributed search tree
lies in the need to maintain a collection of replicated parts of
the tree at the various processors. If no part of the tree
would be replicated, the root (or, more generally, the entry
nodes into the tree) would become a bottleneck. If an up-todate replication of the entire tree would be available at all
processors at alt times, maintaining the replications would
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overwhelm the system. Lazy updates are a good way out of
the maintenance problem (Johnson et al. 1993). LH* can be
characterized, in face as linear hashing with full replication
of the (constant size) directory information at all processom,
where replicas are allowed to become obsolete, together
with a technique for lazy updates. In the distributed random
tree DRT method we propose in this paper, lazy updates also
play an important role. They are, however, not the only
constituent: In addition, we propose not to replicate the
entire tree at all nodes and let it become gradually obsolete,
but to replicate only some appropriate part of the tree for
each node, and to do this in such a way that together with
lazy updates, the node can (barely) perform its part of the
operation of the DRT method.

We assume that a given finite set of sires (processors) is
connected by a message passing network (following Litwin
et al. 1993). Each site in the network is either a server that
stores data or a client that initiates requests. Each site
(server or client) can communicate with each other site by
sending and receiving messages (communication between
clients will not be needed in our algorithms, though). Each
site has a unique identifier, realized by its unique address in
the network, A site can send a message to any other site,
given an identifier of the destination site. We therefore use
two notions interchangeably, the idenfijier of a site and a
pointer to (network ad&ess of) a site. With each site, a
message queue is associated that handles all incoming
messages in the order in which they arrive. The network
communication is free of errors. All clients together operate
on a common file that is to be distributed over the
servers.We have the freedom of distributing the data in an
arbitrary way; that is, we do not consider the case in which
the distribution of data has to follow some pm-specified
pattern. As to the data on the file, we restrict our view to a
set of linearly oniered kz?ysthat are stored on the file,
representing arbitrary objects whose nature is irrelevant for
access purposes. In this set we want to efficiently insert a
given key, delete a key, search for a key, search for the
rwarest neighbor of a key, and answer range queries, that is,
search for all the keys in a given interval.

The important question here is how to properly decide on
two interrelated tec~lques: l?irs~ which parts of the tree are
to be replicated at which nodes, and how should this be
done, and secon~ to which extent should the replicas be
allowed to become obsolete, while still guaranteeing
correctness and overall efficiency, We will propose a
technique that maintains as replicas potentially large parts
of the tree and lets them become obsolete gradually, based
on a simpler technique that does not even replicate many
times large parts of the tree, but instead distributes the tree
such that only one half of the nodes are replicated. Our
technique is applicable to me structures that grow and
guide the search like random trees, such as the standard
random search trees as well as all kinds of digitid trees
(tries). An analysis and perforrnanm experiments compare
the DRT method with LH*, indicating that it is indeed
useful to have both structures available. Especially, whereas
in LH* scalability and high storage space utilization are to
some extent contradictory goals, the DRT method can
achieve both of them to a high degree. As expected, the
DRT structure is more robust against skewed data
distributions than LH*, just as linear hashing in the single
processor case is better suited for smooth data distributions
close to uniform, whereas seamh trees are better in the worst
case.

Each server can store at most a tixed, constant number b of
keys. The storage space that a server provides will be
treated as a single block of capaci~ b, Ixxause for our
purposes, the maintenance of the keys within each server’s
storage space is irrelevant. l%ii implies that it does not
matter whether the keys at a server are stored in main
memory or on external storage, As an aside, note that the
distributed tree that we propose in the next section will very
natumlly allow to have sites with different capacities,
because we might just as well associate more than one block
with a site, thus keeping the block capacity constant.
Efficiency in our model is measured solely in the number of
messages exchanged between source and destination sites.
That is, the length of a message and the network topology
do not influence the cost of a message transmission; even if
a message from one site to another travels along a path in
the network, it has unit cost (this is in line with Litwin et al.
1993, because we want to abstract from the network
topology for the time Wing).

In the next section, we give a precise problem definition.
Section 3 describes the solution we suggest, the distributed
random tree structure DRT. In Section 4, we prove the
correctness of the DRT method for operations that are
carried out simultaneously. Section 5 argues on the
efficiency
of the DRT method and compares it
experimentally with LH*, In Section 6, we discuss a number
of variants that suggest themselves on the basis of the DRT
structure. The purpose of this section is to show that the
DRT structure can be tuned to some extent to the particular
needs of the user. Section 7 offers a conclusion.

Litwin et al. (1993) impose the following requirements on a
scalable, distributed data structure (SDDS):
1, It should be dynamic, in the sense that the number of
servem sharing the file should adapt gracefully to the
number of keys to be stored. This requirement reflects the
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expwtation that the tile may grow substantirdly during its
lifetime (and perhaps also shrink).
2. It should be scaZable, in the sense that there is no
distinguished server that might become a bottleneck when
the number of sites grows substantially. We will not be able
to fully cope with this requirement (but almost), just as LH*
earmot fully cope with ig because both methods make use of
a distinguished server (ii LH* the split coordinator site).
3. No large updde should ever be necessary, in the sense
that at any point in time, not too many sites should be forced
to handle messages that inform about (past) changes of the
data structure, and to adapt themselves to these changes,
This requirement is motivated by the overall goal to avoid
all kinds of bottleneck.

in Flgum 1 visualizes a distributed random bq

Since we are freewhat to choose as routing information,
this scheme embeds bo@ the usual search trees with
arbitrary keys, and digital search trees (tries), in which a
prefix of eaeh key in a block is represented as a sequence of
digits that are assembled along the path from the root to the
block’s leaf. Thii offers an interesting spectrum of
performances, with the latter tending to behave similar to
adaptive hashing schemes. In the sequel, we restrict the
description to the usual search trees based on key
comparisons.

3.1 Conceptual

The track of ~search that is initiated by LH*, therefore, is
the search for SDDSS. Our proposal for a SDDS that is
worst-case efficient in storage space utilization
and
maintains the order of keys is the distributed ranabm tree
struetum DRZ In addition to requirements 1 through 3, the
DRT structure g-tees
a satisfactory sforage space
utihkation. More speciiieally, we quest that utilization is at
least a fixm constant percentage at all times. The DRT
method will turn out to guarantee 50% storage space
utilization if no deletions oeeur, with an expeeted value of hi
2 for uniformly distributed keys (just like B-trees). Also, the
DRT structure suppmta nearest neighbor queries and range
queries, in addition to the usual dictionary operations (exact
search, insert and delete). The motivation for supporting
these queries is manyfold, depending on the application of
the data struetunx for instance, for an unsuccessful exaet
search one might wish to know the key that is closest to the
one for which the search failed. Furthermore, no overjlow
blocks are allowed in the DRT, The motivation is that the
search should be guided equally well to all keys. In other
words, overilow blocks imply that there is only one path in
the data structure guiding the search to more than one site,
and we feel that the lack of a distinguished search path to
every single site should not be tolerated. Clearly, this
requirement aims at good worst case (rather than average
case) performance.
3. The distributed

random

tree structure

tree.

tree growth

The problem we face lies in the fact that we do not want all
clients or even all sites to know this cument gZobal tree Tat
all times, since informing all clients or sites about each
change of T would violate our requirement 3 that forbids
large updates. On the other han~ maintaining Tat some
distinguished server and conwdting it there whenever
neeessary would violate our requirement 2 that asks for
scalability. We solve the problem by breaking up the global
tree T and distributing appropriate information over the
sites.
Even though the global tme T is merely a concept and
therefore not necessarily a data stmctme stored at a site, it is
usefuI to reason about globaI aspects of the behavior of the
DRT structure in terms of ~ regardless of where
information on T is stored. Especially, this is the case for
overall tree growth. Since the file must adapt itself
dynamically to a changing number of blocks, we adjust the
global tree to a changing number of leaves. Whenever a
block B overflows, due to an insertion, the server of B
&termines the address (identifier) of an additional block
(server) B- that starts to participate in storing the file. A
simple method for identi~ing the new server consists of
eonsuking an administration site that keeps track of all
participating servers; other methods am possible, including
a randomized choice. The leaf in the tree pointing to B (the
leaf of B, for short) is replaeed by an interior node with two
leaves as its children. One of the leaves points to B, the
other points to B’ (it does not matter which of the leaves
points to B and which to B’). The keys of the fomwr block B
rue distributed among Band B’, and the routing information
is adjusted accordingly, We choose the distribution so as to
balance the space utilization of both blocks, just as in a Btme split. The server of B informs the server of B’ by
sending it a wakeup and initialization message, together
with the keys for B, and it waits for an acknowledgement
before doing anything else. Thii aeknowledgement as well
as the response from the administration site are not buffered
as usual in the message queue at B, insteacL they enter a
separate acknowledgement message queue for B, and they

DRT

To solve the deseribed &ta organization problem, we
propose to generalize a random binary leaf search bee
(Knuth 1973) to the distributed case. Each leaf of the tree
represents a block (that is, a Serverl it actually stores the
unique identifier (pointer) for that block (for simplicity, we
identify a block with its server). Interior nodes of the tree
store routing information that guides the search. An insa%
delete or search operation starts at the root of the tree and
proceeds to a leaf, aeeording to the routing information.
Then, the requested key is inserte~ deleted or searched in
the block that the leaf represents (that is, points to). Tree T
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depending on whether the subset of lower or higher keys is
stored ats (the other subset is sto~d at the new server).

are processed by B with higher priority than the other
messages. It will turn out that the acknowledgement
message fkom B’ serves to make sure that the initialization
message is the tirst message that B’ processes.

In thii way, T is partitioned into local trees associated with
servers, except for a redundancy that adds an extra half of
the nodes of X This redundancy lies in the fact that each
birthnode is stored twice Once, it is the root of a local tree,
and once it is a leaf in a local tree.

In this rem
we refrain flom discussing merge operations
triggered by deletions; they make the problem more
complica@ and they are also less relevant in practice (see
also Litwin et al. 1993).
3.2 ‘fkee distribution

and growth

of local trees of servers

T

Instead of informing all clients about the global tree T at all
times, we distibute T by maintaining at each servers some
local part T(s) of tree Z Roughly speaking, T(s) essentially
keeps track of that part of T in whose creation s was
involved. An example for such a set of trees for servers
so ....$5 is shown in Figure 1. Let us now explain how these
trees are created by a sequence of insertions of keys into a
tree consisting of one server initi~~y.
Let To be the initial tree, consisting of one leaf only that
points to the only server so (h more genemlity, To may be a
large tree, with each leaf of To pointing to a server,)
Whenever a server s start participating in the method, it
initializes T(s) as a leaf that points tos,
The servers keep track of the growth of T in a number of
ways one of them is the following. Whenever a server s
splits its block, an additional server s’ is included in the set
of servers storing the file, Server s’ initializes its local tree
T(s’) as a leaf that points to s’, just like all other servers at
the beginning. Servers keeps track of the split by replacing
its single leaf by an interior node with two leaves, pointing
at s and s’. The interior node stores the router that
distinguishes between the keys at the two servers. In our
example, let the sequence of splits that is trigge~d by a
sequence of insertions of keys, starting with so as the only
server, be the following. FUSGso splits into so and S1;then so
splits into S2and sb yielding tree T(so) shown in Figure 1.
Now S2 splits into S3 and S2; then SI splits into sl and S4
Then Sz splits into S2 and 55, yielding T(s2) in Figure 1; S1
splits into ~Gand S1, yielding T(sl) in Figure 1. Note that
T(s3),...,T(%) are still in their initial state.

T(s3)
T(s4

To see in which way T is distributed among the servers, let
us cdl the node in T where s started its participation in
storing the file, being the new server involved in a spli~ the
birthno& birth(s) ofs in T. For example, in Figure 1, node v
is the birthnode of S2. In this terminology, T(s) stores the
path in Tfrom birth(s) to the leaf pointing to servers, plus a
sibling of each node (except the birthnode) on this path.
Sibling nodes of path nodes come into existence whenevm
the block ofs splits; hence, they are the birthnodes of the
corresponding new servers. The path turns left or righ~

T(s5)

❑
❑
❑

Figure 1: A global tree ~ and local trees T(SO),...,T(S6)of
servers.
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3.3 Processing

that currently owns k (we will prove later that this is
guaranteed to happen eventually) and performs the
requested operation. This process &fines
a request
forwarding chain of servers, chain (c,k), for key k coming
from client c.

requests of clients

Since not all clients know the cttment global tree Tat all
times, let us explain how to process the requests of clients.
Each client c holds a local clien[’s tree T(c) representing the
knowledge of c about T. In gena
T(c) is a part of T
containing at least To; initially, T(c)=TO for all clients c.
Figure 2 shows an example client’s tree T(c), representing
the knowledge of c about Tin Figore 1; here, c is aware of
T(sJ and T(sl), but not of T(s.j. We will latex explain how
to maintain clients’ trees in general. Because only a part of
T is available at a clien4 it is in general impossible for a
client to determine from T(c) alone the server that stores a
given key. We therefore have to tolemte referencing errors
due to obsolete local client’s trees. To argue on the
procedure of handling referencing errors, let us introduce
some terminology. For eaeh node v in z we say that v
represents the set of all keys whose search path in T goes
through v. If v is a leaf of Z we say that the servers to which
v points owns the set of keys that v represents. We assume
that for eaeh key, eaeh server can determine whether it owns
the key; this can be realized easily by storing with each
server the corresponding key interval.

‘(c)

We mentioned above that in this paper, we do not discuss
restructuring operations (such as merge) due to deletions.
As long as there are not too many deletions, we can simply
remove a key that needs to be deleted from the block that
stores i~ without aifecting efficiency too much.
3.4 Lazy updates of local trees of clients
In order to achieve good performance, it must be our goal to
keep the number of referencing errors low. Let us look at an
example, to see where the problem lies. Assume that
hdtislly, To consists of a single leaf pointing to so only, but
after some insertions of keys, we arrive at the situation
shown in Figure 1. Let us now assume that a client c that has
not been active yet wants to insert a key k currently owned
by server S5,From T(c)=T@ c determines that so should own
k and forwards the operation request with k to so When so
processes that message, it determines that S2should own k,
and it forwards k to S2;S2in turn finds that S5should own k
(which it actually does), and it forwards k to S5.Therefore,
S5 carries out the Rquested operation. (Note that in case
there is a change in the situation, and therefore some local
trees change, while the client’s request is being forwarded,
it will still reach the correct server, although this need not be
S5, and/or the forwarding chain might have changed. We
will prove the cm-reetness of the forwarding operation later
in this paper.) In our example, the insertion of key k costs
three messages (if the block of S5does not overtlow), two of
them due to refereeing errors. If now, we would not inform
the client c of the new situation and change the local tree
T(c) correspondingly, a subsequent search for key k would
again cost two referencing errors (that is, two extra
messages due to errors).

A

A
S2

so

ala
Figtue 2: A local tree of a client.

We aim at redueing the number of messages by updating the
local tree T(c) whenever client c eornmits a referencing
error while requesting an operation with key k. To thii end,
servers do not only fonmrd the request along chain(c,k) to
the server that owns k, but they also assemble correction
information backwards on chain(c,k) and pass it on to c. A
correction message from a server s‘ to its predecessor in
chain(c,k) consists of some part of the global tree Z the
correction tree, containing at least a path from the root of
T(s’) to the leaf in whose server k was stored. In effect,
Utexefore, the correct.ion tree that client c gets can be used to
advance the knowledge of T(c), as far as the server at the
end of chain(c,k) is eoneemed.

To search for a key k or to insert i~ a client c determines the
servers that should own k, according to the local tree T(c).
Itthen sends the operation request (search or insert) with k
tos. In this situation, s mayor may not actually own k. Ifs
determines that it owns k, it performs the requested
operation. For an insertion, this may entail a block overflow
and a split to be carried out as deseribed previously for a
search, this entails a lookup in the server’s block fork, and a
reply message to the client. If, however, s does not own k, a
referencing error is said to occur, In that ease, s searches its
local tree T(s) to figure out which server should own k. The
search ends in a leaf of T(s) pointing to some server s’
different from $ then, s sends the operation request with k to
s’. This forwarding of key k from server to server continues
after eaeh refemming error, until k tindly reaches the server

The described behavior cart be achieved as follows
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(see

it sends T’(s~ in a correction message to client c who, in
turn, combines his local tree T(c) with Z“(so), yielding T’(sJ
as T(c) in our example. If client c now searches for that
same key k, it correctly determines from its local tree that S5
is the server who owns k, without any referencing error
(unless S5has split in the meantime, of course).

13gure 3). A server s receiving from site s an optxmion
request with key k checks whether it owns k. If so (Case 1),
we distinguish two cases, &pending on whethers is a client
or a server. Ifs is a client (Case la), thens’ locally performs
the requested openition. If the operation is a search, s‘
sends a reply message tos, after looking fork in its block,
since a message is sent froms” tos anyway,s’ sends with it
its local tree T(s ‘), in order to reduce the subsequent error
chances fors. If the operation is an inser$s’ inserts k into its
block if this insertion causes the block to overflow,s’ splits
the block together with key k among itself and a new server,
as described above. Of the two choices namely to let or not
to lets’ send a correction message to clients, informing
about the new local tree T(s ‘), we decide not to send such a
message. The reason is that we prefer to save the message,
but run a higher risk of a subsequent referencing error ofs
that could otherwise be reduced. Ifs is a server (Case lb), s’
performs the requested operation. After tha4 s‘ sends its
local tree T(s’) as correction tree to s, The reason for the
latter is that sinces’ must sends a message in any case, at
least to trigger the transmission of a correction chain, that
unavoidable message should carry as much information for
the client c as possible. In addition, if the operation is a
search, the reply is piggybacked on the correction message.
Ifs’ does not own k (Case 2), it determines the server s’”
that should own k according to T(s’) and sends the request
to s”, When s‘ receives the correction message for the
’, it combines the received correction tree
request from s ●
with a copy of its own local tree T(s’) into a new correction
tree (we will describe later how this can be done) which it in
turn sends to s, A client that receives a correction tree
combines it with its local tree as we will describe in 3.5; this
completes the chain of corrections.
●

T

In general, a comction tree T’(s’) is built at a server s’ from
the correction tree T’(s’ ●
, it xweives from its successor s“ in
the operation request forwarding chain, in the following
way, T’(s ‘J is a copy of T(s’) in which the leaf pointing to s“
is replaced by T(s’ ‘). In the same spirig a client c updates
its local tree T(c) upon nxeipt of a correction tree 7“(s’) by
replacing the leaf in T(c) that points to s“ by some subtree of
T’(s’) - not necessarily ~(s’) in its entirety, because c may
already know some part of T’(s ?. The proper subttee of
T’(s’) can be identified as follows. FirsL c searches for the
birthnode birfh(s’) in T(c). This can be realized, for
instance, by marking a new leaf that points to a new server r
with a birthmark r at the time of its creation, by keeping that
mark when the leaf is replaced by an interior node, and by
searching for the mark for servers- on the path from the
root to the leaf pointing to s’ (which can be accomplished
by searching for the key k of the operation request that
triggered the correction). ‘Ihen, c simultaneously proceeds
on the search path for k in T(c) starting at birth(s’) and in
T’(s’) starting at the root, until it reaches the leaf in T(c)
pointing to s’. Now, c replaces in T(c) the leaf pointing to s’
by the subtree of T’(s’) rooted at the node reached in the
simultaneous search. This terminates the correction. For an
illustration, see Figure 4.

S)

h

insert

k

T’(s’
I

s“

= T(s“)

T’(s”)
k
3

.

Figure 3: Request forwarding
passing.
3.5

AssemMing

a correction

and correction

tree

and updating

message

a load

tree of a client

Figure 4: Correcting a local tree of a ClkIIL

In our example, server S5 sends a correction message
consisting of a copy of T(s5) to S2.Then, S2combines T(s5)
with T(sJ, but this does not change T(sJ; it therefore sends
a correction message consisting of T(s2) to so. After that, so
combines a copy of T(so) with T(s2) by reptacing the leaf in
T($o) pointing to S2with T(sJ, yielding a tree T’(so). Then,

As to the effect of this correction on performance, we know
that it increases the knowledge of c about T. Roughly
speaking, for a highly active clieng i.e., a client with
frequent requests, the local tree comes close to the global
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tree in the queried parts of z whereas the local tree of a less
active client may differ considerably from the global tree in
all its parts, reflecting the fact that the former has a more uptodate knowledge of the state of the file than the latter.
Hence, there are fewer referencing errors for highly active
clients than for less active clients, and since active clients
trigger mae requests, most requests lead to few errors or
none at all.

of action steps local to the site, and perhaps a message to
some other site. The local sequence of steps is an atomic
action in the sense that the site does not take a (further)
message from its queue before the sequence of steps has
been complete@ that is, no concument requests can interfere
with the atomic action. Hence, let server s perform an
insertion with a split of a leaf as an atomic action: More
precisely, when the block of server s overtlows due to an
insertion of a key k, the atomic action ofs consists of adding
k to the block of server s, requesting a new server $J
distributing the keys among s and s”, waiting for the
acknowledgement from $”, and adjusting T(s) by creating a
new interior node that refers to the leaf fors and a new leaf
for s‘. In the same way as explained above for insertion
requests causing a split, the initialization, the handling of
search requests, of insertion requests that cause no split, and
of correction messages are considered to be atomic actions.

3.6 Lazy updates of local trees of servera
In the above description servers pass correction trees along,
without making use of the corresponding information. We
selected this description as an intermediate step to show the
essence of how the global tme T is distributed - with little
redundancy - among the servers, In the DRT, however, we
certainly make use of all information that comes free of
charge. That is, each server comets its local tree whenever
it receives a correction message. Then, the combination of a
server’s 10CS.Itree and a correction tree is no longer as
simple as we described it instead it can be carried out in
exactly the same way as the correction of a client’s tree. The
result will be that each server no longer stores only one path
of the global tree ~ together with sib~mg nodes of path
nodes, but it now stores a larger part of T With respect to
potential extra corrections of local trees of servers (see
section 6), note that for forwarding operation requests, a
server s can make use only of the subtme of T rooted at
bi~h(s); therefore, it would be useless to correct T(s) with
information beyond that.

Let us now show that each key of a search or an insert
operation will eventually anive at a server that owns it at
the time of its arrival. We need not distinguish whether the
block of the servers at which key k arrives and which owns
k is full or noc If it is full and the requested operation is an
insertiow s will trigger a split and distribute the keys,
without any possibility of interference of some other
operation. In our arguments, we make use of the invariant
that whenever key k arrives at servers, eithers owns k at
present, ors owned k at some point in time in the past. The
reason is that all local trees of sites are parts of the global
tree Z and in addition, local trees of clients contain the
tiltial tree To. TM is true because T only grows (it does not
shrink), and therefore a split as well as a combination of a
local tree with a correction tree keep the local tree a paxt of
X Hence, whenever a client c determines a servers’ to be
the one who owns key k, then the search for k must have
ended in a leaf v of T(c) pointing tos’. Since T(c) is a part of
T containing To, and since T only changes by growing
leaves, visor has been a leaf in T pointing tos”, and hence
s‘ is or has been owning k. Now, the operation request with
key k enters the message queue ofs’, ands’ takes it from
them after a finite number of steps (assuming that it takes at
least a fixed positive amount of time to transmit a message
or to perform a step of a computation, and therefore the
number of messages in the network after a finite time is
finite). That is, whens’ takes the message from the queue in
order to perform the requested operation, the condition that
s-is or has been owning k is still satisfied. Unless s’owns k,
$” will now determine by a search for a leaf of T(s’) a
pointer to aservers’’thatis
or has been owning k(andis
different horn $?. Since each server handles each operation
request at most once and the set of servers is finite, we
conclude that after a finite number of steps, an operation
request arrives at a servers that does not forward it. But this
implies thats owns k, as claimed.

Let us look at a particular situation to seejust how large the
performance improvement due to this design choice might
be. Assume that a large number of clients and a small
number of servers operate in the system. Then we can
expect that on average, each of the servers performs more
operations than each of the clients. Hence, the local frees of
the clients are significantly more obsolete than those of the
servers. Even if now a less active client initiates an
operation and, most likely, sends its message not to the
server who owns the requested key, the server nxeiving the
message can be expected to smrt quite a short forwarding
chain to the key’s destination,
4. Correctness

of the DRT Method

So far, we have only considered a single operation in
isolation. Let us now show why it is correct to carry out a
number of operations concurrently; that is, many operations
can be active in the network at the same time. Correcmess
here refers to the effect of any single one of the required
search and update operations; it does not refer to the overall
effect of sequences of these operations (viewed as
transactions). At each site, one message after the other is
removed from the queu~ each message leads to a sequence
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5. Properties and efficiency

structures even in the single processor case do not guarantee
good storage space utilization. It is simply an indication that
both, hashing and tree structures, have their respective
advantages and disadvantages also in a distributed situation.

of the DRT method

FirsL let us make sure that the DRT method indeed satisfies
all of our requirements and let us compare it with LH*.
5.1 Satisfying

Obviously, the DRT structure has no overflow bloclcx a few
thoughts reveal that it supports nearest neighbor and range
queries. The same is not true for LH*.

the requirements

Clearly, the DRT structure is a dynamic data structure with
controlled growth (just like LH*).

Unfortunately, we are not in the position to analytically
evaluate the average case performance of the DRT method.
This is partly due to the lack of our knowledge on
practically
relevant probability
distributions
for the
sequenee of operations to be carried out by the DRT
method We do not know how many users request which
operations with which frequencies. Therefore, we will
simply point out the performance of the DRT method for a
few particular situations, in order to shed some light on the
way the DRT method operates. Since LH* is the only data
structure that shares a respectable number of goals with
DRT, we will compare both structures in a number of
performance experiments.

Scalability is more difficult to assess, for both the DRT
method and LH*. To understand some aspects of i~ let us
pick the particular situation in which the methods start with
only one servers. Each user will send his tint request tos,
no matter when it occurs. Therefore, s wil have to sustain a
heavier load than other servers that participate later. TM is
true for both, the DRT method and LH*, In case all clients
know the current tree in a later stage of the processing (for
instance, after the majority
of insertions has been
performed, and queries dominate), all servers share the
overall load roughly equally (under appropriate probability
assumptions). In general, a client in the DRT method stores
a part of the current global tree T, whereas in LH* it stores
the indication of a file that is smaller than the current one
(no deletions allowed). In effect a server s whose node
birth(s) is closer to the root in the global tme T in DRT or
whose bucket has a lower address in LH* tends to get a
heavier slxue of the overall load. In addition, if we use an
administration site for identifying new servers, scalability
suffers to some extent but not more than scalabiMy in LH*
suffers fmm the use of the split coordinator. Furthermore, if
the controlled split (split whenever the average storage
space utilization of the file exceeds a fixed threshold) is
chosen for LH*, with the goal of getting high storage space
utilization, then the split coordinator site is consulted quite
often, since it needs to be always informed about the
average storage space utilization, and thus adversely affects
scalability.

5.2 Efficiency

considerations

for particular

situations

To get a feeling for the efficiency of the DRT method, let us
look at a few examples; the performance experiments will
support the impression we get from these rather narrowly
focussed arguments.
In the worst case, To, the global tree Z and the trees of the
servers look as shown in Figure 5.
TO
❑
so

..U20
#..6%”

No large updates occur in the DRT method. To see this, note
that any operation ~quest message triggem at most one
correction message, and out of those operation request
messages and correction messages that an operation request
induces, at most one is present in the network at any given
time (because they are sent and received in sequence).
Hence, the number of update messages changes just as the
number of operation requests changes. This is also true for
LH*.

.........

....

SD-~

Snq

T(si)

Storage space utilization in the DRT method without
deletions can be guaranteed to be at least 50%; on average
for a uniform key distribution, its expected value is in 2,
that is, roughly 69%, just like in B-mm. For LH* with
uncontrolled splits, the storage space utilization can be quite
low in the worst case. Thii is no surprise, since hashing

Si+~

s~

i= O,...,2-2
Si

Figure 5: A global tree and trees of servers in the worst case.
This situation is the worst possible for a client whose tirst
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operation is the insertion of a key that server SU.l owns. In
thii case, the operation request takes n messages, and the
correction of the client’s tree takes another n messages.That
is, a single insertion triggers up to 2n messages, where n is
the number of servers.

as Litwin et al. (1993) had done before for LH*. The DRT is
implemented as proposed above, with none of the variations
described in the next section; LH* is implemented as
described in Lltwin et al. (1993), with the understanding
that a block overflow is defined as the situation in which a
key is to be inserted in a home block that is already full. In
our experiments, we start with one server (for both
structures, of course). We let messages rurive without any
delay at their destination, and we hanctle them there without
&lay.

In spite of this pessimistic worst-case bound, we expect a
good average case performance from the DRT method. To
this ent consider the situation in which the clients opemte
slowly: Assume that the time interval between two
consecutive requests that a client puts on the network is
much larger than the time needed for transmitting a message
or performing a few local steps on a server. As a likely
consequence, let us also assume that a client gets the
correction message due to a referencing error before he
submits his next request. Then, for 1clients inserting a totrd
of m keys into an initially empty structure, altogether
involving n servers, we have n 52m/b and therefore, the
number of nodes of T is at most 4m/b. For each client the
local tree grows by at least two nodes, whenever a
ccxrection message arrives due to a referencing error. That
is, each client causes at most M/b referencing errors and at
most 2m/b correction messages. The total cost for building
the DRT structure, consisting of the cost for insertion
requests, refenmcing errors, correction messages and splits
is therefo~ at most m+2mf/b+2ml/b+4n. In this Calcutatiom
we charged four messages for the initialization of a new
server, following the strategy that a servers rhat splits will
send a message to the administration site, wait for the
response in which it is informed of the address (identifier) of
the new servers’, send an initialization message tos t and
wait for the acknowledgement from s‘. The average cost
per insertion in such a sequence is then at most 1+(41+8)/b.
Whenever b is much larger than 1, then the average cost per
insertion is close to one (which would be optimal); hence,
the DRT method is very efficient in this setting.

llvo of the three tables on experiments report on the
performance of insertions, and one repoxts on the
perfonmmce of search operations. For insertions, lhbles 1
and 2 describe the nxults for a sequence of 10,000
insertions into an empty file. One parameter of our
experiments is the capacity of a blockj whexe the I@ two
values in Thble 1 were chosen to hook our results into those
given in Litwin et al. (1993); as expected our figures for
LH* turned out to be the same as those given in Litwin et al.
(1993). Other parameters are the number of clients, the
number of keys inserted by each clien~ and the time interval
between any two consecutive insert requests of the same
ctient. For instance, in the last test shown in Table 1, the first
client requests an operation once per time unitj whereas the
second client requests an operation every three time units.
As the result of the experiments, Tables 1 and 2 show the
avemge number of messages per insert operation and the
storage space utilization, for both LH* and the DRT
method. h Table 1, we have drawn integer keys
independently from a uniform distribution in the range from
O to 106; we dropped a key that was to be inserted,
whenever it was already in the file. To get a stable result we
repeated each expwiment five times, with results that barely
deviated from the mean value given in the table. We carried
out further experiments, varying the number of keys to be
inserted as well as the block capaci~, it turned out that
storage space utilization in LH* varies substantially,
whereas it is always close to 70% in the DRT method. In
‘Etble 2 we choose a key distribution that implies that the
number of keys belonging to one block and the
comesponding overflow blocks in LH* follows a Gaussian
distribution; here, ten repetitions of each experiment
showed that the deviation from the mean is a little higher,
but the mean is still meaningful. The evaluation of the
performance of seaxh operations is shown in Table 3. The
parameters of the setup are as in Table 1. Before carrying
out the sequence of 10,000 uniformly distributed search
operations by clients as shown in the table, a different client
inserted 10,000 uniformly distributed keys into the empty
file.

Similarly, for a sequence ofj consecutive search requests of
1 clients, performed after a set of keys has been inserted
involving n servers, each client triggers at most n
referencing errors. By a calculation similar to the above, we
get an average cost per search of at most 2+wI”. Whenever
the product of the numbers of clients and servers is fairly
small as compared with the number of search mq.w.sts, the
average cost per search is close to two (which would be
optimal). From the performance figures given in Litwin et
al. (1993), we conclude that these are the situations tested
for LH*. For comparison, we will now report on our
experiments for the same situations and others.
5S An experimental

performance

comparison

The performance experiments show that storage space
utilization is constantly good for the DRT method, and that
it is significantly higher than that of LH* under a non-

In order to compare the performances of both, LH* and the
DRT method, we have implemented both structures with the
simulation software package CSJM (Schwetman 1992), just
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uniform key distribution. Both structures do not differ by
too much in the number of messages needed for insertions
or search operations, with the odds being on one side or the
other, depending on the setting.

become arbitrarily
bad in the worst case. It may,
nevertheless, be a useful concept whenever capacities do
vary, but not to an extreme extent,
7. Conclusion

6. Variants

and further

work

of the DRT method

In tlds paper, we have proposed an efficien~ scalable,
distributed, dynamic search tree structure, the distributed
random tree structure DRT. There are two essential
ingredients of this data structurct FWSL we distribute a
global semch tree over sites whose number varies with the
amount of data to be stor@ keeping the number of
replicated nodes under control. SeconG we lazily update the
replicated parts of trees. The replication of parts of the
global tree is not harmful: Since each leaf points to a block
representing a large storage space, the number of W nodes
will be quite small in most applications. Therefore,
replicating these nodes is not a major disadvantage against
LH*, where each site keeps (a potentially obsolete version
of) the complete directory information of constant size, The
DRT method without deletions is currently the only
structure with a guarantee on the storage space utilization,
even for non-uniform key distributions, and offers efficient
support not only for insertions and exact searches, but also
for nearest neighbor queries and range queries.

The DRT structure, together with its opemtions, as
described above, can be seen as a generic method that
allows for a number of variations. For instance, we could
vary the number of corrections, in order to exploit the
tradeoff between the correction activity and the number of
referencing errors: The more comctions we make, the
fewer errors we can expect,
Fret, consider a correction for each operation request
message, even without a referencing error. Recall that
whenever a server s receives from client c a key that it
owns, and the requested operation is a search, s sends T(s)
with its reply to c. In order to avoid subsequent referencing
errors, it might be desirable thats informs c about T(s) also
in case of an insertiom even though this costs an extm
message,
Then, let us see how we can make heavier use of correction
information. If we correct trees as described above, a site
may infer considerably less information than what would be
possible. For an illustration, seeFigure 4 If client c receives
tree T’(s’) in a correction message, it should not only
replace its leaf pointing to s“ by the corresponding subtree
of T’(s ‘). In order to make better use of T’(s ‘), it should
instead merge the lmgest possible part of T’(s’) (including
subtrees x, y, and z in Figure 4) into its own local rree.

Wlthii the DRT method several issues remain to be settled.
Our next steps in making the DRT method more mature are
the consideration of merge operations and more thoughts on
the initialization
of new servers. Note that the split
coordinator in LH* solves a more difficult problem than our
administrator, since it need not only identify a new server,
but it must also find out which block is to be split. Hence, it
has a stronger synchronizing function. We therefore hope
that an efficient, distributed solution for initializing a new
server can be found.

Now, consider the possibility of uncoupling operation
requests and comections. The correcmess of the DRT
method does not depend on the existence or the timeliness
of corrections, and it is unattested if more correction
messages than those suggested above m sent through the
network. It is therefore possible to decouple operation
requests and their corresponding correction messages, In
times of heavy load of the system, one migh~ for instance,
decide to defer some selected (or all) correction messages to
more quiet times (a practitioner might say, corrections can
be done at night).

We feel that research that focusses on the efficiency of
distributed data structures is only at its beginning. Since it is
of increasing practical relevance, and it is interesting from a
theoretical point of view, we expect that a certain body of
knowledge, just as the one that has been assembled in the
classical data structures field, should emerge over the next
several years.
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Table 1

block
capacity

no.
Of
cl.

1.

17

1

first clienfi

10,OOO

2.

33

1

Iirst clienti

3.

40

1

6rst clienc

4,

40

2

5.

40

6.

40

number of insert
operations per client

16,

time
interval

average number of
messages per insert

storage space
utilization

LH*

DRT

LH*

DRT

1

1.4265

1,2932

0.570

0.707

10,OOO

1

1.2301

1.1578

0.566

0.701

10,OOO

1

1.2121

1.1371

0.532

0.697

first client
second clienti

5,000
5,000

1
1

1.2262

1.2315

0.531

0.697

3

first clienc
second client
third clienc

3,333
3,333
3,333

1
1
1

1.2389

1.3183

0.532

0.697

3

tit clierm
second clienti
third clienti

6,977
2,326
697

1
3
10

1.2329

1.2874

0.532

0.697
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block
capacity

no.
of
cl.

40

1

first
clierw

40

2

40

number of insert
operations per client

time
interval

average number of
messages per insert
LH*

storage space
utilization

DRT

LH*

I

DRT

I

0.697

10,OOO

1

1.4534

1.1394

0.264

lirst clienc
second clienti

5,000
5,000

1
1

1.5351

1.2401

0.260

0,694

first
clienti
second clienc
third clienc

3,333

3

3,333
3,333

1
1
1

1.5999

1,3384

0.250

0.697

40

3

first
clienti
second clienc
third clienti

6,977
2,326
697

1
3
10

1.5634

1.3188

0.257

0.695

block
capacity

no.
Of
cl.

1.

17

1

first clienti

10,OOO

2.

33

1

tirst clienc

3.

40

1

iirst clienti

4.

40

2

5.

40

6.

40

3.
—
4.

number of search
operations per client

time
interval

average number of
messages per search
LH*

DRT

1

2.0006

2.1127

10,OOO

1

2.0002

2.0587

10,OOO

1

20004

2.0500

first clienc
second clienc

5,000
5,000

1
1

2.0008

2.0873

3

first clienti
second client
third clienti

3,333
3,333
3,333

1
1
1

2.0012

2.1200

3

lint clienti
second clienti
thiid clienti

6,977
2,326
697

1
3
10

2.0012

2.1160
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